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Barbara: what about using coir instead of peat moss? 
Janet and Steven: Coir, fibers harvested from coconut husks, has been proposed and 

even used to some extent as an ecologically friendlier alternative to peat. We 
haven’t used coir in place of peat, as we have not come across it in bales as a soil 
amendment. That’s pretty much the only reason we’ve shopped for peat. Since 
compost became readily available 25 years ago we’ve probably resorted to peat 
only a handful of times. We have seen coir fashioned into liners for wire frame 
hanging baskets and noted it as an ingredient in some potting mixes but never 
pursued it. We believe it may be a more renewable resource than peat but it’s 
hardly a local crop in the Midwest. Using it here feels like buying into a lot of 
unnecessary fuel and handling fees. 

      back to index 
Frank: if I just let my leaves fall into the beds, they pile up and get slimy. Is this OK? I let 
them stay over the winter but clean them out in the spring. 
Janet and Steven: Slimy leaves could stick together in mats. Some leaves we use from 

others’ yard waste bags come to us matted, having been pressed until stuck tight. 
Wet or pressed, if we don’t break them up in fall they can become the minor 
problem we call “hats,” as in “look over there, Steven, there’s a clump of daffs 
pushing up with a hat on their heads.” We just knock mats off and break them up 
when we see them. However, sliminess as a routine may mean a lot of moisture 
and be the result of a drainage problem. If water can't move through the soil and 
is sitting on leaves, that's a problem. It compounds if the matted leaves are 
keeping air from flowing over and into the soil. All in all, this begs for a drainage 
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test. Get the wet leaves out of there and check the drainage. Send us an email or 
post on our Forum about what you find and we can work from there. 

 
Gretchen: I wish you would tell my husband it's okay to leave the leaves! 
Janet and Steven: It's pretty common to want to tidy up. For generations, it's been the 

goal, "yard clean up." Fighting that urge is why when we are with gardeners in 
spring we begin chanting in March and continue through April, "Leave the 
leaves!" Still, we know people will rake. So pile them, them decay and then return 
them as compost. Or buy a shredder and put them right back in fall as mulch. 
Better to mulch in fall than spring, anyway! 

      back to index 
 
Mary Lou: How do you go about doing a drainage test where the whole area is full of tree 

roots? 
Janet and Steven: It is a challenge but it's do-able. First, move away from tree trunks. 

Find a place between flare roots, the main roots that become so thick where they 
meet the trunk and run out radially from the trunk, like spokes from a wheel hub. 
The further you are from the trunk, the wider the space there is between those 
major roots. Then we probe with a metal stake or a trowel and shovel to find a 
place where we can dig to get a hole started, cutting through roots. The hole does 
not have to be wide, just deep. We can even use a drill - a bulb auger - once we get 
through the root-filled layer, which may extend only 10 pr 12" below the surface.  

      back to index 
 
Karen: Will fallen maple leaves with black spot hurt the garden? 
Janet and Steven: Not the garden. Other maples, maybe. About ten years ago the fungal 

disease called tar spot occurred in force, suddenly, affecting Norway maples all 
across northern North America. It is a fungal disease that is disfiguring, not 
lethal. Formerly, it was known primarily as a disease of nursery plantings. 
Cleaning up all fallen leaves and removing every discolored leaf - the spots are 
pale green long before they turn tarry black - was pretty effective in controlling 
re-infection and spread. Now, with nearly every Norway maple and a fair number 
of native silvers-, reds- and sugars harboring a fungus that can spread quite a 
ways on any damp breeze, it is foolhardy to think removing your tree’s leaves will 
make much difference. 

      back to index 
 
Diane: My landscape friend tells me NOT to use oak leaves in my beds. All I have are oak 
leaves and would like to use them even though I know they take a long time to break 
down. I don’t have the ability to mulch them. Can I use my pin oak leaves? 
Janet and Steven: It is oft repeated but a fallacy that oak leaves are too acid to use as 

mulch. Managers of one compost site made deliberate but unsuccessful attempts 
to use oak leaves to produce acid-reaction compost. They pursued it as something 
that would sell well for topdressing rhododendron and azalea plantings. Oak 
leaves do contain tannins, which may be antagonistic to some plants if 
concentrated in the soil. But it turns out the tannins must be leached from the 
leaves to reach harmful concentrations. That means tannic acids build up where 
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oak leaves sit in water. Water that pools in a garden is the killer in that case, not 
oak leaves. 
While it’s true oak leaves are present longer than maple, birch and crabapple 
leaves, they do decompose but in a different season. The others break down in 
cool weather, oaks in warm. Left alone, they are gone by just a few months later 
than the others. Why? Turns out worms don’t favor oak leaves. Worms, cool 
season creatures, work on the other leaves all through late fall and early winter, 
and resume the job in earliest spring so the leaves are mostly gone the spring 
after they fell. Oak leaves remain intact until warm season fungi become active 
and break them down.  
Take a walk with your friend in an oak woods in August, notice the bare 
remainder of what was a forestfall of leaves there and ask "Who rakes the leaves 
here?"                                                          . 

      back to index 
 
Sue: How can I add leaves to a flower bed with cedar mulch? 
Janet and Steven: You can’t do it very effectively. Cedar - arborvitae or juniper - is rot 
resistant wood so those chips hang around a long time. Where leaves rest on wood - or 
bark chips - rather than on moist soil, they don’t break down rapidly. So I would rake 
some areas free of the cedar mulch and spread leaves there.  
We use mulch that break down in a year or so, in gardens. When we add new mulch it's 
because the old is gone and we can simply add the mulch over the leaves. 
      back to index 
 
Janet: Who do you talk to about fertilizer? A “grain elevator co-op and/or Steve 
mentioned someone's name? How do I find a grain elevator co-op? 
Janet and Steven: It certainly is helpful to have a source of good information about local 

soils. Doubly so if  the same source can supply appropriate fertilizers, grass seed 
and more. Look for feed and grain stores - most also sell pet food - located in 
towns that were the farming centers 100 years ago. Usually the co-op is on land 
situated alongside  neck of the woods, In southeast Michigan the towns of 
Milford, Chelsea and Oxford each have feed and grain stores like this. Another, in 
Troy, Michigan is exceptional in its location but fits the rest of the ticket. It's 
Uncle Luke’s Feed Store. We are regulars there, as we appreciate the fertilizer 
savvy of owner Dale White. 

        back to index 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
Carol Corbin: Someone asked me if they put banana peels in their garden if they would 

increase potassium in the garden.  I did not have an answer. 
Sonja the Duck: Carol: Might increase raccoons?? 
Carol Corbin: Sonja that was my thought, it would bring animals. 
Sonja the Duck: What about potato peels, similarly? 
Janet and Steven: You guys have too much fun on these private chats while we are 

slaving away on prepared material.. LOL!  
We use banana peels and pumpkins, every one we can get, in our potassium-low 
soil. Potato peels, too. We don't see animal trouble probably because we aren't 
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dumping big piles, just a chopped up banana peel or chunnk of pumpkin shell at 
a time. We kind of wish we could put big piles out there because by our 
calculation of potassium amounts in each, we'd have to mulch an inch deep over 
our whole garden with either one to supply as much potassium as the soil test 
results called for. But hey, any bit helps! 
Fatty materials and protein, such as meat and bones, or oils, those will definitely 
attract animals. That is one reason we are told to omit those materials, 
biodegradable though they are, from compost piles. 

        back to index 
 
Maureen: Do you have a good source for compost in Oakland or Livingston County? 
Janet and Steven: Not one good source but many. Most landscape supply centers sell it 

in bulk, many of them re-selling compost produced by municipal yard waste 
compost operations. So on our home ground here in southeast Michigan, the 
compost we buy from State Crushing in Auburn Hills, Bushel Mart in Livonia, 
Country Oaks in Waterford, and Main's in Southfield may well have been 
produced from yard waste collected from the properties we garden. If we bought 
it in really large truckloads like the landscape suppliers do we could go direct to 
the municipal compost site. We have been to several to see how the operations 
are run, and were very impressed with the composters' professionalism and pride 
in their product. 
Some compost operations and farms also package compost for sale in home 
stores and garden centers. Ask after composted cow manure, worm manure and 
other composts. Bagged products tend to cost more than the same amount from 
bulk suppliers who deliver by truck. Cost aside, if you do not need large quantities 
or want the convenience of packages you can keep in the garage, buy bags. 

      back to index 
 
Gretchen: What about getting mulch?  Where?   What is the best?  What about in bags? 
Janet and Steven: Same arguments for and against bags and bulk compost apply to 

mulch. We almost always buy it in bulk since the cost of 13 or 14 bags of mulch 
might be twice what that cubic yard might cost in bulk, and so we were surprised 
when a good friend with a large garden said he always buys bagged and has it 
delivered. His reasons made us rethink. He likes to keep mulch stacked neatly, 
out of sight behind the shed and use it as he can get to it, rather than feel 
pressured to move it all quickly to free up the driveway space a loose pile would 
take. 
We prefer fine-particle, dark color mulch, bark rather than wood. At landscape 
supply centers we buy "processed bark," "pine fines", "triple shredded hardwood 
bark" to obtain what we like. We always go see the mulch before we buy it, 
however. There is no standardization in mulch, and no wide agreement on 
names. In bags we've found "soil conditioner" and "fine pine bark" that fit our 
bill. We also use cocoa hulls and barley hulls when we can for light weight and 
acid reaction. 
Coarse textured (big chunk) mulches are never our first choice as they tend to 
compete visually with plants in the garden and wood breaks down more slowly 
than bark. Decomposers like fungi, bacteria and insects require water and 
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nitrogen to function. The harder the decomposers must work, the more moisture 
and nutrient is tied up out of plants' reach. It's a temporary deprivation but one 
that can be seen in slower growth of young perennials and annuals. 
We use wood chips when they come to us free and usually put them into 
smothering layers or on paths, let them rot for a year there where we do not want 
plants to grow, then move them elsewhere. 
We definitely do not like the bagged mulch that appears every spring at service 
stations and its bulk version sold as enviro-mulch. That's wood chips made from 
shipping pallets, colored red, yellow, brown or black. We dislike the coarse 
texture, unnatural colors and the dye that leaches from it. It ties up water and 
nutrients on an even greater scale than wood chips because it's made from 
lumber that was dried before being used to fashion pallets. At least fresh wood 
chips have some moisture. 

      back to index 
 
Stacy: What about places to purchase fertilizers/amendments besides home 
depot/lowe's? Can't always find organic things there. 
Janet and Steven: We go to garden centers for fertilizers and other amendments. When 

we know what we want we call first because it's a broad field and no one carries 
everything. Many stock the Espoma products and Fertrell, companies we trust 
who have organic lines. Also see the feed store/farm co-op notes above.  

      back to index 
 
Carol Corbin: I garden at the church and have areas that have the salt  or snow melting 
chemicals wash off making it difficult to plant each year.   Any suggestions ?  I have 
added  amendments like BUMPER CROP and mulch in the past. 
Janet and Steven: De-icers are very tough on soil. Sodium causes nicely crumbled soil to 

reorganize itself into floury, airless stuff that does not drain well and also draws 
water out of plant's roots. There is no easy answer that we have heard. Some 
landscape managers dig out the sod and several inches of top soil along walkways 
and replace  it every year. Others lay sacrificial sod over the top of the lawn every 
fall as a salt-catching they can remove in spring. Along the Pennsylvania turnpike 
the ornamental grass plantings are cut down and hauled away before heavy rain 
begins in spring because they intercept so much airborne salt during winter. 
Savvy northern landscape designers call for raised beds edged with concrete 
curbs adjacent to salted walks and driveways, so salty slush does not drain into 
the beds. We have wondered if installing a gravel filled drain beneath the sod 
along walkways and flushing water through the sod into it would leach enough 
salt to save the grass there; in theory it should but then how would that grass fare 
during summer drought? Ingenuity in design and extra work in late winter to cut, 
uncover and replace are probably the best answers since garden soil 
desalinization is more problematic than practical. 
You might be able to persuade the property management team to switch to non-
sodium de-icers, which can reduce damage. However, they are more expensive to 
use. 

      back to index 
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Barbara: Why would gypsum cause poor growth? I was told it breaks up clay? 
Janet and Steven: Gypsum is lime is calcium. It can be useful in an otherwise good soil 

that's breaking down from overtilling and routine overloads of acidifying nitrogen 
fertilizer - common problems in many farm fields. The calcium particles attract 
other soil crumbs and hold them to make the whole mix airier, like shortening cut 
lightly into pastry flour. This effect doesn't occur in most residential properties in 
the Midwest and Great Lakes region, areas that are not naturally acid but already 
loaded with lime because limestone is the bedrock, the parent rock that created 
the topsoil above it. In alkaline soil calcium fails to promote this crumbliness 
called flocculation. Worse, the added calcium can push the soil pH higher into 
alkaline range than native limestone soil already is. Plants are pretty adaptable. 
Even species that "prefer" acid soil can get along on slightly alkaline soil. But 
raise the pH to moderate- or high levels and such plants can really suffer. Even 
"lime loving" plants like bluegrass and Clematis only want it a little alkaline. We 
don't use gypsum, or the amendment capable of lowering pH - soil sulfur - unless 
a soil test indicates it might be helpful. The humus that results from adding 
compost and other organic matter to soil is a more dependable flocculator and 
pH buffer. 

      back to index 
 
Cheri: Would you recommend spreading paper ash as a fertilizer on my garden or lawn?  
If so, could you recommend application rate? 
Janet and Steven: Ash can provide nutrients but can also be pretty alkaline in reaction. 

Both properties are variable with the paper or wood the ash came from, but 
predictable enough that soil textbooks and Extension services are pretty 
consistent in the recommendation that ash be applied sparingly and where it is 
applied regularly that the soil be tested every year or two to monitor for pH 
change. Relative acidity or alkalinity of the water held in soil -- pH - is important 
because some minerals dissolve more readily into acid- or alkaline solutions and 
some plants grow better with more or less of those minerals. Consider water and 
wood ash together in a slurry, creating lye, as caustic - alkaline - as bleach. There 
are stories about Grandma's lye soap strong enough to peel skin. So spread ash 
thinly so puddling water doesn't pick up much.  

      back to index 
 
Karin: I am finding a lot of buried burnt coal in my soil.  Do I need to get a heavy metal 
test with my soil test? 
Janet and Steven: Maybe. But it's probably not a garden soil test you would want. 

Check with your soil testing service for available add-on tests. Tests for nitrogen, 
phosphorus, potassium, calcium, pH and the soil's nutrient-holding capacity or 
CEC (cation exchange capacity) are standard at many agricultural soil testing 
labs. You can pay extra for tests for soluble salts (are my plants losing water to 
salty soil?) or micronutrients that plants need in tiny amounts, such as copper, 
zinc, manganese and iron. These micronutrients, also called trace elements, are 
required by plants in miniscule amounts and are almost always present in real 
soil. Thus micronutrient tests are really only cost-effective for growers producing 
plants in soilless mix, who may see signs of deficiency in a crop and need help 
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adjusting the potting mix and fertilizer recipes. 
Tests for harmful contaminants may not be available through a soil lab. Ask; 
Michigan State lab's site offers an email address and phone number for such 
queries. Be prepared; you may be directed to your county or State health 
department for guidance. The basic issue, as we learned in investigating a 
chemical fumes emitted when we double dug a garden, is that you cannot test for 
an unknown. There is no cost effective way to go on a fishing expedition for 
anything and everything. Your local health department may already have records 
from other sites tested for particular substances like lead and mercury or a 
specific pesticide and may be able to tell you what is likely and what tests are 
possible. That can clarify the objective and make the cost of the test worthwhile. 
The health department may also keep a record of your call and perhaps of the 
findings, in which case you will have helped build the database that aids the next 
gardener, homeowner, school- or health official in their hunts for answers. 

      back to index 
 
Judith: I’m tempted to send my soil sample to Michigan State University even though I 
live in New England because the report is so beautiful!  Would it be better to stick with a 
regional testing service to get a local perspective? 
Janet and Steven: We confess! We have submitted plenty of Michigan soil but also soil 

from 6 or 7 other States to the Michigan State lab. We live here, we bring the 
samples home with us, we go to our Extension for test kits and we mail from a 
Michigan address. It may not work for you if you request the test kit from out of 
State and request the results be sent out of State. Worth a try, though! 
In the past we would have given the "local perspective" angle more weight as we 
answered you. Then, test results were routed from the lab back through the 
appropriate county Extension office, where the recommendation for fertilizer was 
added. The idea was that the local agents did know area soils best, as well as 
commonly available fertilizers. That local handling doesn't happen any more, 
here. Nutrient analysis and fertilizer recommendation are generated together, 
centrally for the whole State. 
Of course now we must add it to our article-writing to-do list to find out whether 
the lab's results go into a larger database as well as back to the requester. Each 
State already has detailed, highly credible information about local soils from U.S. 
Geologic Survey maps. Maybe they check or log soil test results against the map 
data but we suspect analyses of soil collected by amateurs would not be afforded 
much respect. 
Hmm. What might be very interesting would be to submit the same soil to two 
State run labs and compare the results. We compared two private labs' results, 
years ago, writing about soil testing at a time when some States were 
discontinuing their testing services. The difference we noticed was not in the 
nutrient numbers but in the fertilizer recommendations. 

      back to index 
 
Jkessler: My soil test came back with very high phosphorus levels.  I only put compost, 
shredded leaves , and tomato fertilizer in my raised beds.  Research show that I have 
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used too much compost??  Never thought you could add too much compost. Advice?  
Thank you. 
Janet and Steven: Everything's debatable and relative! Too much compost might have 

been a factor in too much phosphorus, or vice versa. Bear with a soil science 
lesson then decide. 
A soil's ability to hold nutrients is its CEC - cation exchange capacity. It's a 
measure of how many electrically charged surfaces its soil particles present to the 
electrically charged molecules of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium and 
micronutrients that float by in water or break off of other mineral particles. 
Sandy soils tend to have a low CEC - few places for nutrients to stick. Clay soils 
and very crumbly, humus rich soils tend to have a high CEC.  
The fertilizer recommendation that comes with a soil test takes the CEC - 
reported on the results - into account. If your soil has a naturally high CEC and 
you add lots of compost you can raise its CEC even more. It becomes not only 
physically sticky but electrically sticky. If at the same time you add phosphorus 
where there is already adequate phosphorus, that phosphorus - very sticky stuff, 
electrically speaking  - can stick so firmly to the charged surfaces and to other 
nutrients that it and other nutrients become unavailable to plants. They are stuck 
so fast to phosphorus and the phosphorus so stuck to the soil that they are both 
locked up. 
This lock-up can happen even without lots of compost. With lots of compost, it 
can happen more readily. So it is a good idea to know what your soil phosphorus 
level is, what its CEC is, and whether you are adding phosphorus fertilizer in 
excess of recommended amount. 
Can there be too much compost? Yes, if you do not take its effects into account. 
Each percent of compost represents 1 pound of nitrogen already in the soil 
toward plants' needs that year. Every percent of compost means more passing 
phosphorus can latch on. If phosphorus was adequate already you are smart to 
add no more, leaving unoccupied charged soil surfaces to hold other passing 
nutrients until moisture and microbes can change them to forms roots can 
absorb. 
This year, do not apply any phosphorus. Most "tomato" fertilizer have 
phosphorus equal to or higher than their nitrogen content. If your plants seem 
pale, use a water soluble fertilizer - kelp solution, seaweed, liquid Ironite, a blue 
powder, etc. per your soil test results with middle fertilizer number zero. At the 
end of the year do another soil test. Look for changes in nutrient levels to see if 
your phosphorus level is coming down. It can be a slow process. 

      back to index 
 
Michele: I add lots of organic matter, and mulch. What do I do about the level of the bed 
rising higher all the time as a result? 
Janet and Steven: Try to add in balance with what you take away. If you weed, clip, 

divide, edge and rake in an area to the tune of five yard waste bags or 
wheelbarrows filled each year, add only as much compost or mulch as the 
contents of those bags or wheelbarrows might produce if they decomposed or 
were shredded. Picture five bags becoming one such bag of compost or two bags 
of mulch. It can be hard to do because a more generous mulch blanket can be 
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better weed control. In that case address the rising bed level every five or six 
years as you divide and renew plants. At that time, remove some of the soil to 
lower the area you are reworking. And if your soil truly needs tons more organic 
matter, dig down each time you plant and divide. Remove some unimproved soil 
from the depths, then replant with a higher organic content mix. 

      back to index 
 
Ron: Have you heard of agricultural radish being used to improve hard packed soil? It's 
being used here, grows roots something like nine feet deep to loosen the soil. 
Janet and Steven: We haven't heard of that one, Ron. There is a lot of plant remediation 

going on - specific plants being grown on land to improve the soil or even to 
remove toxins. But that one is news to us. We'll look into it. 
Anyone else interested in this fascinating angle on gardening, use the search term 
bioremediation, using living organisms to fix contaminated or seriously disrupted 
ecosystems. 

      back to index 
 
rkmichigan : My yard is next to wetlands.  What do you suggest for areas in my gardens 
with standing water - add amendments or just add plants that like swamps? 
Janet and Steven: We spoke with you about this in Chapter one of the webinar, to say 

that you cannot really drain soil if you are a wetland. The wetland is receiving 
water from all over already and you, next to it, are part of it. So you should grow 
in raised beds or grow wetland plants - a choice we often envy because there are 
many cool plants that must have the soil moisture and humidity of a wetland to 
thrive. However, we know that's limiting. 
After the webinar we realized we had not mentioned to you that you may be able 
to grow more than that. Often an area next to a wetland has puddles or soggy soil 
and yet plants that need good drainage grow there. Why? Because those puddles 
above and the wetness in the soil are not really "standing" water. It is not 
stagnant but moving, constantly refreshed with water from upslope, all of it 
flowing toward the wetland, pulling air with it. It's counter intuitive but the land 
next to a wetland is often very well drained, just constantly moist. Like plants on 
a mountain that need moist well drained soil but you can see by the water 
dripping from the base of the slope that they are directly in the downhill flow of 
water, they can thrive there because the water at their roots is constantly moving 
past. Oxygenated water. 
So sorry we were making the mistake of thinking about The Next Question during 
the webinar and didn't tell you this! 
So during a dry period, try a drainage test. Before you fill the hole, see if water 
drips into it from the sides and at what depth. Notice if it rises to fill the hole (we 
bet not) or just shows you that it's part of the moving subterranean stream. If 
that’s what you find, start experimenting. Try anything that calls for moist, well 
drained soil. Rule out tap rooted, sharp drainage obligates like baby's breath and 
avoid gray-leaved plants (lavender, buddleia, Artemisia) that are gray with fine 
hairs to protect their leaves from drought. Winter wet on the root will kill the first 
bunch and off-season humidity will rot the second. 

      back to index 
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judithlevine : How do you maintain at least 18 inches of depth for roots to grow  in 
raised beds or house plants?  My raised beds are 12" high. Can I assume the roots need 
to penetrate into the original soil below them? (Difficult in one of them, which has weed 
block below!) 
Janet and Steven: You are right, the plants do need the whole 18 inches to do their best. 

One thing that happens is plants "lodge" - fall over, flop outward - when their 
roots are stopped shy of optimum. Tall sedums, bee balm and yarrow do it all the 
time over shallow soil or a hard pan. Large trees indoors require weights in the 
pot to keep from tipping.  
Other things we see are more mildew, root rot and sucking insects. Plants in 
containers, and a raised bed with fabric bottom less than 18" down is just a large 
container, need special attention from us. Think stakes, more pruning, and 
careful watering to keep congested roots moist but never soggy. 

      back to index 
 
Carol Ewing: I have a peach tree that was pretty much in full bloom with some leaves 
opening too. Does it work to hose it down before the sun hits the frost on the tree? 
Janet and Steven: It can help, in that the water as it cools releases heat to surfaces it 

touches. It might counteract the effect the ice (frost) has on the leaves - it absorbs 
heat as it melts. Better to have the water sprinkling while the cold is coming on, 
so that as frost forms, from water that releases lots of heat in the process, it is 
protecting the leaf- and flower tissue. 

      back to index 
 
Lots of drain questions. We are glad people will consider installing a drain! 
Laura Brainard : Is the drain tile the black plastic tubing? 
Sonja the Duck : Yep! That's the "tile." It confused the HECK out of me when I learned 

its name. Janet mentioned earlier in the session that they USED to be ceramic tiles, 
and the name stuck while the material changed. 

judithlevine : So it's actually a tube? 
Sonja the Duck : Yep. Sometimes perforated to accept or distribute water along the way, 

sometimes solid to the end. Depending on whether you want to spread water out, or 
move water to a different place entirely 

Sonja the Duck : (And for those who are new or joined late, this is Sonja Nikkila, Janet & 
Steve's daughter. I'm your mostly silent co-pilot for these sessions!) 

Laura Brainard : How do you start the drainage tile - is it just the open tube end? 
Janet and Steven: You can just place a cap with a gridded opening into the end of the tile 

to collect water flowing across a surface and straight in. Or you can dig a hole 
next to the point where your drain tile starts and install a receptacle with a 
gridded top so water falls in and is directed into the tube/tile. Receptacles are 
ready made in various shapes and sizes. The water falls in the top and the 
tube/tile slides over a bottom-side exit.  
We have often used simple boxes to start the water collection. We have one in 
mind right now that is a long rectangle that will set into a slot we'll make across 
the end of our driveway. It will catch and drain off the puddle that forms along 
the opening to our garage.  
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Wherever you buy the tile/tube they will have end caps and receptacles too. Some 
of the specialty receptacles like the one we picture solving our garage puddle, are 
mail order from the same companies that manufacture the tile. 
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Jack Witek : do you ever use pea gravel in a drain? 
Janet and Steven: Yes. If we are collecting water all along the way, say through a garden 

where we are draining the whole area not just collecting water from one point 
and diverting it, we will use a perforated tile/tube, placed holes down in a trench 
we have first lined with gravel. Water oozes from the soil on either side of the 
trench, falls into its bottom, fills up the gravel layer and rises, clean, into the 
holes in the tile. Other times we make a large cavity and line it with cloth, fill it 
with gravel and set the tile's outflow to dump the collected water there. That's 
called an injection well. Before you dig one, check local ordinances because in 
some places it's not allowed. The drain tile could be picking up polluted water 
from a paved surface and injecting it without any filtration that much closer to 
groundwater reserves. 
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maryhrynik: We have wild garlic everywhere and dig it out every year.  very time 
consuming. Any ideas? 
Sonja the Duck: Mary, a smother might be a good option! Again, check out the "Weeds" 
session from a few weeks ago! 
Janet and Steven: It is indeed a tough weed. It's a bulb plant and as we described during 

the Weeds webinar, talking about the similarly infuriating star of Bethlehem 
(Orithogalum), bulb plants are among the worst to eradicate. You can dig them 
this year and think 'That's that' but really the bulbs you missed - we always miss 
some - are just sitting dormant until the next year. Many bulbs can sit for more 
than a year so a smother has to be a long term affair. We dig them trying to get 
tem during their most active growth season which is early spring, and then we 
patrol to dig pull or kill everything that even remotedly resembles that plant in 
the area. It can take years. It is not a joke, we have told some people, 'Maybe you 
should jst move to a new house.' Our niece is battling star of Bethlehem right now 
and we would tell her to move elsewhere except they hunted for that house for 7 
years so she is willing to put in the time. 
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Cindy: What about trumpet vine? How do I get rid of that? It is on the fence. 
Janet and Steven: Another one that takes digging and then a long time patrolling and 

killing. ot a bulb but a woody plant with a deep running root and ability to sprout 
all along the roots. Especially tough when it is on a lot line because you are not 
going to be effective in your effort unles you can kill pull or dig it on both sides of 
the line. 
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